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First Exam name:

Question 1: Barrier

a) Describe, in general terms, what a barrier is trying to do

Undo some of the optimizations that processor hardware and compilers impose on running pro-
cesses or code sequences.

b) Why is it trying to do that?

To preserve cache coherency and to prevent errors when instructions are executed out of order.

c) Does a barrier make sense on a machine with a single processor? Why?

Yes because we still have the compiler to deal with - so barriers are just compiler barriers on a
single processor machine.

d) What is the difference between a barrier and a lock?

A lock is a one-way barrier: nothing after a lock can be executed before the lock but statements
before the lock might be executed after the lock.

e) There are read barriers, write barriers, data dependency barriers, even thread barriers. Why are
so many different kinds of barriers?

Each specialized barrier generally holds back processes for a shorter time than a general barrier,
therefore these tend to limit speed less than a general barrier. Moreover, one specialized type
may be all that is needed.



Question 2: Mutex

A mutex lock protects a critical section of code by preventing any thread from entering the section as
long as the thread that acquired the lock is active in it. In user space a thread acquires a lock with
method pthread mutex lock and releases the lock with method pthread mutex unlock. Another
method that was not discussed in class but can be quite useful is pthread mutex trylock. Whereas
a thread will stall at a call to pthread mutex lock(&lock) if lock has been acquired by another
thread, a call to pthread mutex trylock(&lock), used in place of pthread mutex lock(&lock), will
immediately return with a non-zero value if lock cannot be acquired by the calling thread. The return
value of pthread mutex trylock(&lock) is 0 if lock has been acquired by the calling thread.

Consider the code below (includes are excluded for space brevity):

pthread_mutex_t mutex[2] =

{ PTHREAD_MUTEX_INITIALIZER, PTHREAD_MUTEX_INITIALIZER };

pthread_t thread[2];

int flag[2] = { 1, 1 };

int count[2] = { 1000, 1000 };

int missed[2] = { 0, 0 };

void *func(void* ptr) {

int j;

long i = (long)ptr;

while(flag[i] && count[i] > 0) {

for (j=0 ; j < 1000+10*i ; j++) i = i;

pthread_mutex_lock(&mutex[i]);

if (pthread_mutex_trylock(&mutex[1-i]) != 0) {

missed[1-i]++;

pthread_mutex_unlock(&mutex[i]);

continue;

}

count[i]--;

pthread_mutex_unlock(&mutex[1-i]);

pthread_mutex_unlock(&mutex[i]);

}

flag[1-i] = 0;

}

int main () {

long id1 = 0, id2 = 1;

pthread_create(&thread[0], NULL, func, (void*)id1);

pthread_create(&thread[1], NULL, func, (void*)id2);

pthread_join(thread[0], NULL);

pthread_join(thread[1], NULL);

printf("thread 0: final: %d missed: %d\nthread 1: final: %d missed: %d\n",

count[0],missed[0],count[1],missed[1]);

}

What do you expect the output to look like?

Something like this:
thread 0: final: 0 missed: 4

thread 1: final: 408 missed: 4

What can go wrong?

livelock: each grabs the other’s lock then the trylock section releases them



Question 3: Knowledge of terms related to OS

Say something noteworthy about the following

1. kthread

Lightweight process consisting of little more than a function and a stack.

2. ACPI

OS interface to hardware for inspection and control

3. Bottom half/Top half

Split interrupted work so the top half just sets up the bottom half work to be done and puts it
in a workqueue.

4. Role of co-routining processes in operating systems

Allow a process to hand off work to another process and not have to wait for a response.

5. semaphore

A counter is used to control threads: when the count is 0 no threads pass, when thread execution
continues past the semaphore, the count is decremented by 1.

6. spinlock

A thread enters a tight loop at a spinlock, testing whether it is allowed to proceed until finally
it is (usually).



Question 4: C programming and the kernel

If this program succeeds, what is its output? If it does not succeed, say why not.

#include <stdlib.h>

#include <stdio.h>

typedef struct ll { struct ll *next; int id; char *msg; } Data;

typedef struct { Data* (*up)(Data**, int); Data* (*down)(Data**, int); } Ops;

Data *u (Data** arr, int i) {

if (i < 0 || i > 3 || arr == NULL || arr[i]->next == NULL) return NULL;

return arr[i]->next;

}

Data *d (Data** arr, int i) {

int j;

if (i < 0 || i > 3 || arr == NULL) return NULL;

for (j=0 ; j < 4 ; j++)

if (arr[j] != NULL && arr[j]->next != NULL &&

arr[j]->next->id == arr[i]->id) return arr[j];

return NULL;

}

void pp (Data* data) {

if (data == NULL) printf("<NULL>\n");

else if (data->next != NULL)

printf("next: %d id: %d msg: %s\n", data->next->id, data->id, data->msg);

else

printf("next: NULL id: %d msg: %s\n", data->id, data->msg);

}

int main () {

int i;

Data d1 = { NULL, 101, "Hello Buds" };

Data d2 = { &d1, 102, "Joshing Around" };

Data d3 = { &d2, 103, "Henry Adams" };

Data d4 = { &d3, 104, "Sailing Event" };

Data* arr[] = { &d1, &d2, &d3, &d4 };

Ops ops = { .down = d, .up = u, };

pp(ops.down(arr,3));

pp(ops.up(arr,1));

pp(ops.down(arr,2));

}

Answer Here:

Succeeds

<NULL>

next: NULL id: 101 msg: Hello Buds

next: 103 id: 104 msg: Sailing Event



Question 5: Device Drivers

1. There are drivers for character devices (e.g. keyboard), network devices (e.g. NIC), and block
devices (e.g. ramdisk). Name some things that distinguish each category from the others with
respect to the drivers.

Net drivers need to fill ethernet device data structures (interface, mac address, etc.) and need
to deal with packet headers and socket buffers. Block devices need to incorporate buffers to deal
with block transfers. Character devices require none of the above although buffering may be
helpful when communicating with a device. Character devices need Major and Minor numbers
to associate driver and device. This concept does not exist for net drivers. Character devices
have their own data structure to fill.

2. Outline the components of a device driver that controls a NIC on the PCI bus. For example,
does the driver have to modify packet headers in some way?

open method to initialize device, claim resources
close method to close the device, release resources
interrupt handlers for xmit and rcv
xmit method for sending packets to the device
header method for modifying headers
init method for registering the ethernet device, pci device, getting irq, initing NIC, etc.
cleanup method

3. Describe how a process can very quickly hand off a transmission of bytes to a driver, continue
processing other tasks, and return later to receive a reply to the transmission, without waiting
any appreciable amount of time.

A process sends outgoing bytes to a memory mapped location, a function is deposited in a
workqueue, and the process continues on its merry way. The driver has an interrupt handler
that releases the enqueued function on an interrupt. The memory manager delivers outgoing
bytes to the device from the memory mapped region. A response from the device is signaled
via interrupt. The driver’s interrupt handler sets up and releases the enqueued function which
is invoked when the OS is ready to do so. The process returns to pick up the result of the now
dequeued function.

4. Describe what a read-write semaphore does and say why it is important.

Allows any number of threads into a critical section if they read only and no other thread in the
critical section writes, allows just one thread into a critical section if it writes. Ensures output
is consistent with that obtained by running each thread in some serial order.


